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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The coordinated activity and interaction of local and distributed neuronal assemblies underlies the brain's ability to perform sensorimotor and cognitive tasks. The concept of functional connectivity is widely used to describe the interaction strength between neuronal populations involved in these critical brain functions (Bullmore and Sporns 2009; David et al. 2004; Horwitz 2003; Stephan et al. 2008) . Functional connectivity does not have a specific definition but rather is typically inferred from the statistical dependencies among signals measured from different neuronal assemblies. Synchrony of signals obtained from functional MRI, magnetoencephalography (MEG), and electroencephalography (EEG) have been widely used to characterize the functional connectivity between different brain regions. Higher levels of signal synchrony are interpreted as evidence of stronger functional connectivity between putative neural assemblies. In this paper, we use intracranial EEG (iEEG) synchrony to characterize the functional connectivity in epileptic and control brain.
The unsurpassed temporal resolution of EEG has led to its widespread use by clinicians and scientists investigating normal brain function and disease. In patients with medically resistant partial epilepsy undergoing evaluation for epilepsy surgery, scalp-recorded interictal (between seizures) and ictal (during seizure) EEG often fails to definitively localize the region of epileptic brain generating seizure (Engel et al. 2005) . Invasive EEG recordings using intracranial electrodes to record local field potential (LFP) activity directly from the cortex are often required prior to resective surgery (Alper et al. 2008) . Localization of the seizure-generating region of epileptic brain using iEEG typically emphasizes the analysis of seizure onsets and interictal epileptiform activity (Bartolomei et al. 2001; Blumenfeld et al. 2004; Faingold 2004; McCormick and Contreras 2001; Pan et al. 2005; Spencer 2002 ). More recently, investigators have begun to explore measures of neuronal synchrony to map epileptic brain (Schevon et al. 2007 ) as well as identify periods of increased seizure probability (Mormann et al. 2006) .
There are multiple measures of neural synchrony (Doesburg and Ward 2009; Perez Velazquez et al. 2009 ), but perhaps the most common ways of measuring synchrony are linear crosscorrelation (Aarabi et al. 2007; Amor et al. 2005; Kramer et al. 2008; Schindler et al. 2007 Schindler et al. , 2008 and mean phase correlation (Mormann et al. 2000; Schevon et al. 2007 ). The fact that correlation is directly dependent on LFP amplitude is a potential confound given that LFP amplitude is affected by impedance of the electrode-brain interface and orientation of the LFP generators. Alternatively, the mean phase coherence has the limitation that it only has clear physical meaning within a discrete band of frequencies where a clear rhythm can be identified. Last, the impact of the reference electrode signal is a well known confound requiring careful interpretation (Guevara et al. 2005; Schiff 2005; Zaveri et al. 2000) . Nonetheless, neuronal synchronization in iEEG is widely regarded as an important neurophysiological measure (Aarabi et al. 2007; Elger and Lehnertz 1998; Iasemidis et al. 1990; Le Van Quyen et al. 1998 Lopes da Silva et al. 2003; Martinerie et al. 1998; Rulkov et al. 1995; Zeng et al. 2007) .
Studies investigating measures of LFP synchrony recorded using iEEG report increased mean phase coherence (Mormann et al. 2000; Schevon et al. 2007 ), magnitude squared coherence (Zaveri et al. 2009) , and nonlinear correlation (Bettus et al. 2008) in interictal epileptic brain recordings. A fundamental limitation, however, of these iEEG studies has been the absence of control data (Stead et al. 2010) . Because of the invasiveness of iEEG (Van Gompel et al. 2008 ), it is not ethically possible to obtain iEEG from healthy human control subjects. There are, however, emerging applications of iEEG for patients without epilepsy (Lima and Fregni 2008) . Here we investigate the spatial organization of local synchrony from brain regions generating spontaneous seizures, seizure onset zone (SOZ), and brain regions not generating seizures (non-SOZ) in patients with epilepsy and from "normal" control brain of patients without epilepsy undergoing subdural electrode implantation for experimental treatment of intractable facial pain (Lima and Fregni 2008) . By analyzing the iEEG of control brain from patients without epilepsy and patients with epilepsy, we are able to directly compare the LFP synchrony in the SOZ and non-SOZ in epileptic brain with control brain from patients without epilepsy.
M E T H O D S
The data analyzed here are from a Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board approved study. All patients provided informed consent. The patients with epilepsy underwent intracranial electrode implantation because noninvasive studies (video scalp-EEG, MRI, and functional imaging) did not adequately localize the SOZ. Patients were presented at a multidisciplinary surgery conference attended by neurosurgeons, neurologists, radiologists, and psychologists. The consensus clinical opinion was for implantation with intracranial electrodes for SOZ localization in patients with epilepsy and for an experimental trial of therapeutic motor cortex stimulation in the patients with intractable facial pain.
Six consecutive patients, two control patients (patients A and B) with facial pain and four patients with well localized neocortical partial epilepsy (Wetjen et al. 2009; Worrell et al. 2004 ) (patients 1-4), were investigated (see Table 1 ). The control patients were implanted with a subdural electrode grid for cortical stimulation to treat facial pain. The patients with epilepsy underwent cortical grid implantation and evaluation for epilepsy surgery (Brinkmann et al. 2009; Van Gompel et al. 2008) . For patients A and 1-3, iEEG was recorded from a 24 contact subdural grid consisting of a silastic sheet embedded with 2.3 mm diam platinum-iridium alloy electrodes spaced every 10 mm in a 4 ϫ 6 array. For patient B, the grid consisted of a similar 4 ϫ 4 array, and for patient 4, the grid analyzed consisted of a 6 ϫ 6 array.
All iEEG was acquired with a common reference, a stainless steel scalp suture placed in the vertex region of the scalp, midline between the Cz and Fz electrode positions (international 10 -20) . The scalp suture electrode was relatively isolated from the intracranial electrodes by the intervening layers of cerebrospinal fluid, bone, muscle, and scalp. These layers serve to distribute signal in such a way that ϳ7 cm 2 of coordinated cortical activity is required to produce a clear deflection detectable on the scalp (Tao et al. 2005) . In practice the amplitude of the scalp reference signal is small compared with the direct cortical recordings obtained from the subdural electrodes (Hu et al. 2010) .
The data were acquired with a DC-capable Neuralynx electrophysiology system, and digitized at 32,556 Hz. For analysis in this paper, the data were decimated off-line to a frequency of 5,000 Hz using FIR band-pass filters from 0.5 to 500 Hz each with a Bartlett-Hanning window. A notch filter from 45 to 75 Hz was applied to eliminate line noise.
Seizure onset zone (SOZ) electrodes and time of seizure were determined from the clinical report and verified independently. The clinical SOZ is defined by the subdural electrodes with the earliest intracranial electroencephalographic seizure discharge. Seizure onset times and location were determined by visual identification of a clear electrographic seizure discharge, followed by looking back in the record for the earliest electroencephalographic change contiguously associated with the seizure. We have previously used this approach for identification of neocortical SOZ (Wetjen et al. 2009; Worrell et al. 2004) In this study, we studied only patients with well localized focal seizure onsets.
Prior to quantitative analysis, continuous iEEG from each patient was reviewed using a custom Matlab viewer (Brinkmann et al. 2009 ). We removed all channels with excessive artifacts or line noise. All analyzed data from patients with epilepsy were Ն2 h removed from the time of seizure onsets. Using a custom annotation tool, channels and time segments containing significant artifact were labeled and not included in subsequent analysis. This process was completed with the reader blinded to all clinical information. To determine the effect of interictal epileptiform activity on LFP synchrony, we created duplicate data sets with the interictal epileptiform spikes, sharp waves, and after-coming slow waves removed. The average signal over all the LFP signals was computed, and the SD was computed over all time and all signals. Channel signals that deviated Ͼ5 SD from the average signal were marked as spikes. LFP amplitude distributions in 500 ms windows were calculated and activity with amplitude falling outside 5 SD was identified and the surrounding Ϯ500 ms removed. If an interictal spike is detected on any channel, data of all channels for that time interval are removed. This process was validated by visual review of the data to ensure that selected events were epileptiform discharges. We have previously used a similar approach to detect and isolate interictal high-frequency epileptiform oscillations (Worrell et al. 2008) .
For synchrony analysis, balancing the issues of signal nonstationarity and adequate sample size, we selected 1 s as the sliding window size (n ϭ 5000 data points window) and calculated the cross-correlation of lag n within these nonoverlapping windows, for two electrode signals, and s j (t) and s k (t), as
where i and i are the means Ϯ SD of signal s i (t). For mean phase coherence (Mormann et al. 2000) , an analytic signal z(t) ϭ s(t) ϩ is(t) was generated using the Hilbert transform of the signal s(t)
where P.V. is the Cauchy principal value. The instantaneous phase of the signal is then
The mean phase coherence R jk of the phase of two signals s j (t) and s k (t), j and k , is measured over time
Note that the issue of optimal time delay is already incorporated in the assignment of phase in the Hilbert transform. Because the mean phase coherence (MPC) measures the coherence of the phase difference between two signals within a window, as long as the time delay is constant, it has no effect on the MPC. A snapshot of signal pairs and the measured linear correlation and mean phase coherence in Fig. 1 show they can be qualitatively similar. Figure 1 shows sample iEEG signals and correlations from control and epilepsy patients. Zero-lag (n ϭ 0) cross-correlation was analyzed first. Later, to explore the effect of distance and time lag, we computed cross-correlation using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to find the lag with the maximum correlation.
As mentioned in the preceding text, common references can add sizable spurious correlations/synchrony to EEG measurements (Guevara et al. 2005; Hu et al. 2010 ) because changes in the common reference potential can be misinterpreted as synchrony. To address this issue, we analyzed the correlations between the bipolar pair differences of voltage signals, such as s 12 ϭ s 1 Ϫ s 2 and s 34 ϭ s 2 Ϫ s 4 , as shown in Fig. 1D . Bipolar electrode pairs were chosen so that the distances between corresponding electrodes in different bipolar pairs were identical, i.e., d 13 ϭ d 24 ϭ d in the figure, the distance referenced in Fig. 3 . In addition, to isolate the effect of distance on corresponding electrode pairs while minimizing the effects of the other electrodes, corresponding distances d were chosen to be significantly smaller than other distances-d 12 were greater than or equal to 2d. For corresponding electrode distances of d ϭ 3 cm, bipolar pair and noncorresponding distances were Ն5 cm. To investigate the effect of interictal epileptiform activity on local field potential synchrony, two independent reviewers identified and removed time intervals with interictal epileptiform activity. The analysis of local field synchrony was performed separately with the raw signals and also with all interictal epileptiform activity eliminated (Fig. 5) .
Statistical comparisons of signals were performed using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney rank sum test except for bipolar data analysis. A number of the pairs of electrode pairs in the bipolar analysis shared a common electrode pair, and so they were not truly independent samples. This precluded the use of a Mann-Whitney rank sum test, so a modified Student's t-test was performed.
R E S U L T S
The clinical diagnosis, pathological tissue diagnosis, location and number of implanted electrodes, duration of data analyzed, and seizure onset description, is shown in Table 1 . The patients with epilepsy had well localized focal neocortical onset seizures. Three of the four patients with epilepsy underwent focal cortical resection of the SOZ and are now seizure free. One of the patients with epilepsy (patient 3, Table 1 ) was not a candidate for resective epilepsy surgery because the SOZ co-localized with eloquent cortex (language function). Tissue diagnosis from the three patients that had focal cortical resection showed cortical dysplasia for two patients and an ependymoma in one patient. The two patients with medically resistant facial pain went on to have chronic subdural electrical stimulation and significant improvement in their facial pain.
Amplitude of LFP
LFP recorded from a clinical subdural electrode primarily represents the synchronous synaptic input to the dendrites of pyramidal cells (Mitzdorf 1985) . Thus the amplitude of the LFP is not only a measure of overall level of activity but also of local synchrony. In Fig. 2 , A-C, histograms of the average LFP amplitude within 0.5-25 Hz for the different brain regions (SOZ, non-SOZ, control) are shown. Within the SOZ, as shown by the long tail in the histogram, there is a greater likelihood of higher iEEG amplitude compared with non-SOZ and control brain. Because of the significant contribution of the scalp common reference, the results at high-frequency (Ͼ25 Hz) are unreliable and not included here (see Fig. 3 ). While the artifact from muscle can be removed by analyzing bipolar data, the signals are no longer localized to a single subdural electrode.
Correlation versus distance
The iEEG signals were filtered into the six traditional frequency bands: ␦ (0.5-4 Hz), (4 -8 Hz), ␣ (8 -12 Hz), ␤ (12-25 Hz), ␥ (25-45 Hz), and a high-frequency band (75-500 Hz). Figure 3 shows that, not surprisingly, zero-lag correlation falls with interelectrode distance for patients with epilepsy (patient 1) and the control patient (patient A). Comparing the two patients, the results (the dashed lines in Fig. 3) show for distances Ͻ2 cm, significantly higher synchrony in control brain signals than the LFP from patients with epilepsy in (␦, , ␣, ␥) but not the ␤ and high-frequency bands.
The results for distances Ͼ2 cm may appear less clear. Most strikingly, for 75-500 Hz, correlations were measured to be roughly between 0.2 and 0.3 for common reference measurements and independent of distance. However, using bipolar signals, whereby the contribution of common scalp reference is eliminated (solid lines in Fig. 3) , the synchrony in the highfrequency bands and distances Ͼ2 cm falls rapidly, supporting the idea that at high frequencies muscle artifact from common reference contributes significantly to the correlation (Guevara et al. 2005; Schiff 2005 ). The predominance of muscle artifact in the high frequency osciliation (HFO) band was verified by the fact that the maximum correlation recorded in this band always occurred at zero lag irrespective of distance as would be expected from common reference artifact.
We also explored how distance was defined on the convoluted brain. In particular, for neighboring electrodes, the existence of a sulcus between the electrodes could weaken and delay signal spread and as a result cause an effect on correlation value change. To account for the effective cortical surface distance, we used the patients' MRI and co-registered electrodes (Ken et al. 2007 ) to estimate the cortical surface distance between the two electrodes. The distance between the electrodes determined anatomically, accounting for brain invaginations (sulcii), did not significantly change the correlation and mean phase coherence results.
Seizure onset zone
With data from all the patients, we compared the nearest neighbor correlations inside the SOZ (SOZ-SOZ), bridges between inside and outside of the onset zone (SOZ-non-SOZ), outside the seizure onset zone (non-SOZ-non-SOZ), and in control brain of patients without epilepsy. Figure 4 shows that in a spectrum of different frequency bands the zero-lag correlations of connections bridging the SOZ and the non-SOZ were significantly less than those of the other electrode pairselectrode pairs inside the SOZ, pairs outside the SOZ and pairs in the normal (control) brain.
Correlation versus amplitude
To test whether decreased correlations between neighboring SOZ and non-SOZ electrodes were due to decreased connectivity between the regions or to input from different field potential generators, the correlations of bridging pairs were The distance d between 1 corresponding pair of electrodes 1 and 3 is equal to the distance between the other pair, electrodes 2 and 3, and this is the distance referenced in our bipolar measurements (Fig. 3) . compared with the SOZ's correlation with another neighboring SOZ electrode. As Fig. 2D shows, the correlation between the bridging neighbors dropped as the amplitude of the SOZ electrode increased, in contrast to the other neighboring SOZ electrode. This agrees with the hypothesis that the bridging SOZ-non-SOZ pairs correlations reflected different generators and were functionally rather than anatomically disconnected from each other.
Lag cross-correlation
To test the hypothesis that the lower correlations observed for neighbor electrodes bridging the boundary between epileptic brain and surrounding brain (SOZ-non-SOZ) were a reflection of a persistent phase lag in LFP oscillations between near neighbor electrodes, the maximum cross-correlation over the range of lags was calculated.
As shown in Fig. 5, A and B, the maximum correlation showed results similar to zero-lag correlation. In calculating maximum correlation, two different weighting procedures were followed. In the first procedure, the correlations of every window were weighted identically in the average. In the second procedure, to assure that correlations reflected the bulk of signal activity rather than noisy low-level activity, each correlation was weighted according to the product of the SDs of the two signals in that window, effectively the amplitudes of the signals. The results of this second procedure are shown in Fig. 5 , B and D. Both procedures gave qualitatively identical results: the maximum correlation of bridging pairs is lower than outside pairs and normal pairs with high significance (P Ͼ 0.01), the maximum correlation of bridging pairs is significantly lower than inside pairs (P Ͼ 0.05), and the lag for bridging connections is significantly higher (P Ͼ 0.05) than outside pairs. An example of significant phase lags between SOZ and non-SOZ pairs is shown in Fig. 6 . The considerable amount of effort that went into finding suitable epilepsy patient data for this figure, specifically signals similar Using a Mann-Whitney test, for all but the smallest amplitude bin, median differences were highly significant (P Ͼ 0.01). Confidence intervals are shown. For all these figures, the correlations and amplitudes of 1,200 windows (20 min) from each of the 4 patients with epilepsy were used. The higher value around amp ϭ 275 V for bridging pairs in D is largely due to patient 2, who had generally higher amplitude activity and a drop off in correlation at a higher amplitude. , and HFO (75-500 Hz, F). Average correlation as a function of distance from all electrode pairs in control brain (black) and epileptic brain (gray). Dashed lines, correlations between electrodes with a common reference; solid lines, bipolar pairs as a function of interelectrode distance. SEs are given except for the points lacking sufficient data. The correlation shows a significant decrease with electrode distance up to ϳ30 mm for ␦, , ␣, ␤, and for ␥, the correlations fall more rapidly and are not significant beyond 14 mm. Correlations Ͻ0.07 are not significant as determined by the Bartlett estimator (Bartlett 1946). For high-frequency (75-500 Hz), the common reference has a significant impact and artificially increases correlations, as is demonstrated by the bipolar analysis. Unexpectedly, for ␦, , ␣, the correlation at 10 mm is higher in the control brain compared with epileptic brain. Results with asterisk indicate significantly differing medians (P Ͼ 0.05) with a Mann-Whitney rank sum test, and results with double asterisk indicate highly significantly differing medians (P Ͼ 0.01).
enough to discern similar phase relationships, suggests that lower correlation for bridging connections is a stronger effect.
Although the mean phase coherence of the signals (Fig. 5C ) followed the qualitative trends of correlation, there is significant difference only between bridging connections and connections outside the SOZ. For both correlation and MPC, the synchrony (correlation or MPC) of pairs inside the SOZ trends high, similar to a previous study (Mormann et al. 2000) , but does not reach significance. To analyze patient-specific variation, we first calculated the average zero-lag correlation differences between each patient's inside-the-SOZ pairs and its outside-the-SOZ pairs and then used a rank sum test, but again it did not yield a significant difference (P ϭ 0.07) between the inside pairs and outside pairs. This lack of significance is likely to be due to the limited size of SOZs that limits the number of electrodes. Fewer connections within the SOZ means more limited statistical power. In contrast, the most populous group, the outside pairs, have the most significant differences with the bridging pairs. When Ansari-Asl et al. (2006) measured mean phase coherence on their coupled neuronal population, they found that it was less sensitive to increased coupling than linear correlation measures. In the presence of noise and a broad spectrum signal, mean phase coherence lacks intuitive interpretation (Sun and Small 2009) Average nearest neighbor correlations for electrode pairs inside the SOZ of patients with epilepsy, bridging between the SOZ and outside, outside the SOZ, and in the control patients. The frequency bands are those in Fig. 3 . Bridging connections have significantly lower correlations over a range of frequency bands (␦, ␤, and ␥) compared with those inside the SOZ, outside the SOZ in the ␦, , ␣, ␤ frequency bands, and in control brain for ␦, , ␣, ␤, and ␥ frequency bands. Although there was a trend for increased correlations inside the SOZ compared with outside and for control brain, this did not reach significance. Brackets with * and ** indicate significantly different mean values at (P Ͼ 0.05) and (P Ͼ 0.01) with a Mann-Whitney rank sum test. epileptiform activity removal were similar to those of the entire data set.
The question arises: which is more important or relevant, the intertemporal variation of an electrode pair or the variation among pairs. Given that we measured Ն1,200 windows for each electrode pair, the SE in each of these pair averages is quite small. We used the more stringent measure of treating each electrode pair's average correlation over time as a data point in all figures shown, the zero-lag correlations within the SOZ have a trend of higher synchrony compared with outside connections (SOZ-non-SOZ), but that difference is not significant. If, however, the correlation of each window of each pair is a data point, then highly significant differences would be found between all groups.
D I S C U S S I O N
The idea that hypersynchrony of pathological neuronal assemblies is the generator of epileptiform activity has long been a central tenet of the electrophysiology of epileptic brain (Jasper and Penfield 1954) . Jasper and Penfield speculated that the local high-amplitude interictal epileptiform activity recorded directly from human cortex was generated by a burst of hypersynchronous neuronal activity. In studies of LFPs recorded directly from cortex with macroscopic clinical electrodes (ϳ1-10 mm 2 ), like Jasper and Penfield's original work, the LFP is largely generated by synchronous postsynaptic currents associated with the coordinated input into the dendritic arbor of pyramidal cells. In effect, the LFP amplitude may be a measure of the synchronous network input, suggesting the large amplitude epileptiform transients represent more synchronous synaptic input. Alternatively, it could be increased activity. Interestingly, based on this line of reasoning they also reported seizures that began with an apparent "asynchronous state" low-amplitude LFP activity that evolved into a hypersynchronous state with high-amplitude rhythmic activity (Jasper and Penfield 1954) . These findings were descriptive, but the terminology has remained as one of the central themes of the electrophysiology of epileptic brain.
Here we investigated the degree of LFP synchrony using iEEG recorded from clinical subdural grid electrodes. By the nature of the clinical recording, our data are limited to macroscopic LFP recorded from ϳ10 mm 2 surface area electrodes spaced 10 mm apart. Our results address the large-scale spatial structure of neuronal synchronization. Recent studies using a range of computational techniques have investigated the interictal and ictal synchrony of LFP obtained from iEEG. Multiple studies have reported increased local synchrony, i.e., hypersynchrony, within epileptic brain using a range of quantitative measures of synchrony, including spectral coherence (Towle et al. 1998 (Towle et al. , 1999 , magnitude squared coherence (Zaveri et al. 2009), and mean phase coherence (Schevon et al. 2007 ). In general, the regions of interictal local hypersynchrony correlate with brain regions generating interictal epileptiform activity but not necessarily with the seizure onset zone (Schevon et al. 2007 ). In addition, investigations of LFP synchrony during spontaneous human seizures have consistently demonstrated a decrease in local LFP synchrony at seizure onset compared with baseline using mean phase coherence (Mormann et al. 2000) , correlation and coherence (Wendling et al. 2003) , and eigenvalue spectrum of zero-lag correlations (Schindler et al. 2008) .
A major challenge with these studies has been the absence of control data. For this reason, it has been unclear whether the local regions of increased interictal synchrony are specific to epileptic brain. Here we analyzed long records of interictal iEEG from patients with medically resistant epilepsy and control subjects with intractable facial pain. We found that for normal (control) and epileptic brain the synchronization of LFP fell rapidly with the distance between electrodes and more rapidly at higher frequency. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis the generators of high-frequency oscillations are more spatially localized (Logothetis et al. 2007 ).
We find that control patients actually have greater LFP synchrony when averaged across all electrodes than interictal data from patients with epilepsy. The difference in average synchrony between control and epileptic brain is shown to be from isolated regions of markedly reduced synchrony. In particular, we show that these regions of reduced synchrony are the bridging connections between the SOZ and surrounding brain, and furthermore, we show that the synchrony in these bridging regions is reduced with greater activity in the SOZ. Within the context of functional connectivity (Bullmore and Sporns 2009; David et al. 2004; Horwitz 2003) , which can be used to characterize the strength of interaction between different neuronal assemblies, the results show there is reduced functional connectivity between the epileptic neuronal assembly generating focal seizures and surrounding brain regions. In effect, SOZ is functionally disconnected from surrounding brain regions.
The loss of synchrony simply indicates a loss of the statistical interdependency of LFP measured at the recording sites separated by 10 mm. The loss of synchrony between specific electrode pairs could be the result of a range of possible mechanisms. Our recordings using clinical subdural electrodes provided a macroscale view of LFP synchrony and do not directly address possible mechanisms for the reduced synchrony between electrodes in the SOZ and surrounding brain. However, it is interesting that multiple studies have demonstrated significant decrease in the LFP synchrony in the SOZ at seizure onset (Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller 2010; Netoff and Schiff 2002; Schindler et al. 2008) . We speculate that the decreased neuronal synchrony may be fundamental property of epileptic brain, whereby the region of epileptic brain generating seizures is functionally disconnected from surrounding brain regions.
While we cannot directly determine whether the functional disconnection of the SOZ is a cause or an effect of epilepsy, it is consistent with recent experimental and theoretical models. An inhibitory surround of the epileptic foci (i.e., barrages of inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in the tissue surrounding the foci generating interictal epileptiform discharges) has been reported from intra-and extracellular recordings in a penicillin model of focal epilepsy in cats (Prince and Wilder 1967) . Also in a tetanus toxin model, upregulation of brain-derived neurotrophic factor in the epileptic focus and downregulation in the surrounding tissue suggest changes in plasticity that could functionally isolate the SOZ (Liang et al. 1998) . It has also been demonstrated that permanently isolated neocortex develops bursting epileptiform discharges within weeks of the injury (Avramescu and Timofeev 2008; Avramescu et al. 2009; Houweling et al. 2005) . Within this theory the homeostatic plasticity that is responsible for a balance of inhibitory and excitatory input leads to the spontaneous bursts of epileptiform activity induced by low neuronal activity after deafferentation. While the mechanism underlying the development of epileptiform activity was not addressed in this model, recent studies of the cellular correlates of seizures have demonstrated that while there is often an increase in the firing rate of neurons (Bower and Buckmaster 2008; Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller 2010) , there is consistently a desynchronization of LFP and single unit activity at (Netoff and Schiff 2002) or even prior to seizure onset (Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller 2010). It is speculated, and there is theoretical support for (Golomb 1998; Gutkin et al. 2001) , the concept that the desynchronization of local neuronal assemblies allows higher firing rates to be sustained.
In summary, we show evidence that epileptic neocortex in human partial epilepsy is functionally disconnected from surrounding brain regions. We speculate that functional disconnection of the SOZ plays a role in the spontaneous generation of focal seizures and may be a clinically useful electrophysiological signature for spatial mapping of the SOZ for epilepsy surgery.
